FIND AT LEAST a WORKING SOLUTION for a MUoNE Tracker
(Not yet a Baseline solution, but could become)

a) Sensors
- silicon strip sensors (other solutions, e.g. MAP pixels are obviously possible)
- CMS Phase 2 sensors (other solutions, e.g. Belle2 double readout sensors can be studied)
- CMS sensor is 90 micron pitch, in CMS is coupled to a second sensor measuring the same coordinate, which can provide a stub for triggering and be used to halve the resolution (similar as using using the second sensor … they can be made 45 micron pitch, but at the price of doubling the 300 micron material. See drawings by Stefano.)
- active area used by CMS 10 cm with strip length 5 cm
— wafer is 10 cm X 10 cm, can we use the full area ? Not with the CMS sensor-production mask, because a dead area with guard rings is there, so the sensor must be cut. If we want to use the full area we have to develop a modified mask. The same is true if we want to increase granularity and double the strip area
— Suppose to increase the strip length to 10 cm and double the granularity, is the noise increase acceptable [increased capacitance] ? Yes, the expected S/N with 45 micron pitch and 10 cm-long strips should not be too different, as capacitance is not the dominating component (to be verified)

- Resolution with CMS Binary Chip (CBC) 26 microns [90/sqrt(12)], becomes about 18 microns using double sensor technique
- Can further improve with analog chip (APV25) by using charge division

- Efficiency of Hamamatsu sensors a la CMS 100% , full uniformity, with a possible small drop of inefficiency in the middle, where the 2 5-cm-long strips meet [how wide? how much inefficiency loss? to be confirmed]


b) Readout chips 
- need also hybrids and pitch adaptors
- APV25 — 1000 chips are still available at IC [how many sensors can they dress ? About 100][warning: they run at 140 kHz max]
- CBC, are they already available ? They will be available by mid 2019.

- CBC: event input at 40 MHz, hit coincidence readout at 40 MHz if two sensors are connected, maximum readout at 750 kHz, with an external trigger

- High intensity SPS muon beam structure: spill 4.8 s, beam rate 70 MHz, randomly and uniformly distributed
- CBC: issue of phase how can be sure that by sampling at 40 MHz an event at the edge of the sampling is not broken in two BX (Stefano suggest to cover two BX for triggered events, an enhanced pre-amplification is probably required).

c) Trigger
- standard option: TWO independent triggers
i) FPGA-based track trigger (require two stubs in a module)
ii) calorimeter trigger (require electron E> X MeV where X about 500)
- alternative option: use the double sensor CMS trigger method (in practice require one stub) and perform additional data reduction with dedicated processor 

- Expected rate of elastic events with E > 1 GeV ? 500 kHz with 50 modules


d) DAQ
